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“During our research, finding materials
that are eco-friendly and with a low
carbon imprint has been a priority.
That it’s possible to take from the Earth,
and also give back, by making sure that
production is respectful of the strictest
rules to be environmentally safe.
Ceramic has always been a precious
material.”

The beauty of nature surrounds us, but it’s sometimes overlooked in today’s world. We wanted to
capture not just the image of it, but rather the
deepest part of its soul, coated in beautiful colors to better reflect the personality of a space.
In our journey with creating graphics and discovering materials, we often take inspiration
from the stunning images the world provides
for us. For this reason, we want to keep this
world safe, and help it as much as we can.
During our research, finding materials that are
eco-friendly, and with a low carbon imprint has
been a priority: we believe that it is possible to
produce things that are beautiful for the eyes,

and beautiful for the soul. That is possible to
take from the Earth, and also give it back, by
making sure that production is respectful of
the strictest rules to be environmentally safe.
It is our duty, to pay attention to the environment
in any possible way: by trying to use natural
raw materials and sustainable production technologies, to produce 100% recyclable products.
Ceramics have always been a precious material,
so it’s only fair that with innovation, research and
technologies, we can find sustainable ways to improve not only architectural quality of tiles, but also
improve the quality of life for the people that will
use our products, and for the environment itself.
RDicted design studio team

SOULS and
SHADOWS

This page:
Souls and Shadows - Souls - Taupe Army
suggested size 500x750 mm

SOULS and
SHADOWS
for La Fibra
What is a shadow if not the evidence of the beauty
that once was, and what is a soul if not the energy of
something that is everlasting? To create a piece of art
is to make something that will last through time, that
will always be beautiful. And there is nothing more
beautiful than the imprint of nature, forever captured
with ink on an immortal canvas.
Souls & Shadows represents the memory of nature,
preserved into its most raw and elegant form. Just the
impression of leaves and the memory of fresh grass
and trees in the summer, the feeling of losing yourself into a monochromatic ocean of sensation.
That’s how the idea for this collection came to be - a
monochrome take on the feeling of nature, the hint
of something that is as natural as breathing. In the
Shadows side, color surrounds the white space left by
the imprint, for those who wish to showcase a bolder
look in their rooms. The Souls side, instead, is a more
subtle graphic, where the imprint of nature takes
on the colors of our palette and stands out from the
white background.
The suggested cut size takes advantage of the verticality of the figures, so that each natural imprint seems
to be sprouting from the ground and has decided to
grow on the walls, reclaming its place in the world.

Previous page:
Souls and Shadows
mood board inspiration
Right, this page:
Souls and Shadows - Souls - Taupe Middle Age
suggested size 500x750 mm

Souls - Black and White
suggested size 500x750 mm

Souls - Taupe Middle Age
suggested size 500x750 mm

Souls - Taupe Army
suggested size 500x750 mm

Shadows - Black and White
suggested size 500x750 mm

Shadows - Grey Fabric
suggested size 500x750 mm

Shadows - Taupe Army
suggested size 500x750 mm

RENAISSANCE

RENAISSANCE
for La Fibra
During the second half of the 13th century, Florence
- the heart of the Italian artistic movement - was witnessing the beginning of a new era, characterized by
a resurge of ideas and aesthetic canons that were
once typical of ancient times, luxurious in the idea
of colors and the attention to details, a contrast to
the Medieval art from which it started to move away
from.
The Renaissance era represented a historical, social
and artistic turning point, detaching itself from the
Middle Ages with a mix of modernism and a return
to classic concepts such as Greek philosophy and the
harmony of images. This rebirth of ancient concepts
in a more modern key spread to different aspects of
the artistic life of the period, such as art, music, literature and architecture.
We designed the Reinassance collection as a hint
to the artistic movement with a particular focus on
architecture, and its use of columns and arches, and
is inspired by the typical artistic traits of the period:
a combination of vibrant colors, well-proportioned
shapes and a study of perspective like it had never
been done before, creating a sequence of repeated
geometric figures that give life to a harmonious composition.
The color combinations have neutral shades to contrast the most vibrant colors, and mostly showcase
colors that would be easily found in nature, like it
would happen in older times. A ruined effect completes the graphics, so as to create the idea of an
ancient fresco, aged by time and weather.
Previous page:
Renaissance - Coral
suggested size 1000x500 mm
Right, this page:
Renaissance - Orange
suggested size 1000x500 mm

Renaissance - Cyan
suggested size 1000x500 mm

Renaissance - Coral
suggested size 1000x500 mm

Renaissance - Green
suggested size 1000x500 mm

Renaissance - Sepia
suggested size 1000x500 mm

Renaissance - Orange
suggested size 1000x500 mm

Renaissance - Black and White
suggested size 1000x500 mm

ARKE

This page:
Arke - Artemis Wall
suggested size 1000x330 mm

ARKE
for La Fibra
The past is filled with amazing architecture, structures
from ancient times that have survived in the memory
and the sight of humanity for thousands of years.
If the mythological images of these pieces may have
lost strength, the same thing cannot be said for the
colors and geometries, well-known in our minds.
The aim of the Arkè collection is to take inspiration
from these pieces and reinterpret them through a
more contemporary taste, capable of reaching an
abstract state, separated from the original context,
reinventing it to fit our more modern point of view.
Arké is comprised of three different graphics:
• Babylon Wall: inspired by the majestic doors of
Ishtar, that once surrounded Babylon, it presents the
typical cobalt-blue color of the bricks and the gold
detail that created images of lions and dragons on
the structure.
• Persepolis Wall: showcases colors that strengthen
the idea of the passage of time, like shadows of a
distant past. The linearity of the background finds a
contrast with dots and hints of different pigment, like
sand trapped in between the stones.
• Artemis Wall: inspired by the ruins that once surrounded the old Temple of Artemis. The beauty of
the marbles that once covered the buildings of the
sacral complex juxtaposes the shadows of the ancient
bas-reliefs to the polychromy of the yellow tones from
the sun and the pink veins of the stone.

Left, this page:
Arke - Babylon Wall
suggested size 250x1000 mm

Arke - Babylon Wall
suggested size 1000x330 mm

Arke - Babylon Wall - Composition
suggested size 1000x330 mm

Arke- Persepolis Wall
suggested size 1000x330 mm

Arke - Persepolis Wall - Composition
suggested size 1000x330 mm

Arke - Artemis Wall
suggested size 1000x330 mm

Arke - Artemis Wall - Composition
suggested size 1000x330 mm

CONSTANTINE

This page:
Constantine - Green
suggested size 250x1000 mm

CONSTANTINE
for La Fibra
While sculpture is believed to be something that was
primarily done only in ancient times, that is very far
from the truth. Just like painting, the visual art style
changed over time, following the art trends and the
cultural transformation of society, so that even in
more recent years, we can still appreciate the work of
more modern sculptors, whose works perfectly blend
in the way we see art today.
That is where this collection came to be: inspired by
one of the greatest works of the sculptor Brancusi, the
Endless Column, a vertical sculpture that was commissioned to him as an homage to Romanian soldiers
of WWI.
The Constantine collection wants to be a homage to
the work of the artist, drawing inspiration from the
impressive height of the column as a hint to infinite
beauty. We re-interpreted the vertical look and geometrical rhomboids, adding a combination of different shades to create a kaleidoscope look, helped by
the different colors that we chose for our mixes.
We designed the collection to create a vertical repeated installation, which gives any room the idea
of higher ceilings and a more spacious environment,
while also providing decoration to the wall where the
graphic is applied.

Right, this page:
Constantine - Red
suggested size 250x1000 mm
Next page:
Constantine
mood board inspiration

Constantine - Blue
suggested size 250x1000 mm

Constantine - Red
suggested size 250x1000 mm

Constantine - Taupe
suggested size 250x1000 mm

Constantine - Green
suggested size 250x1000 mm

TRADITIONS

TRADITIONS
for La Fornace
Since humanity started creating art, they always took
inspiration from the nature surrounding them, both
in terms of colors and form. A clear example of this
is traditional terracotta, which typically used the color
of natural clays to create different looks, sometimes
using natural dyes to change it a little.
It shouldn’t be surprising then that even with glazed
terracotta, where almost all colors are virtually possible, the idea of nature was always present, strongly
influencing every artistic vision until it reached a
beautiful mix of old and new.
Traditions wants to be a collection of simplicity and
elegance, characterized by different blends of colors
as suggested installations to show the combination of
modern and old views. Every blend is inspired by nature, and showcases colors that mix together with harmony. The square shape, with slight rounded edges,
is another homage to the tradition, to the times where
terracotta tiles were one of the primary resources to
build and deco- rate, so that a simple shape would be
needed to make installation easier.
Alongside the blends, we also designed a selection
of single colors that would create the best result as
a full wall look; different shades of blues and greens
to reflect the idea of water and plants, characteristics
of what makes our planet able to sustain life for humans and so the most important.
Our idea of an old look that has been made modern
by the choice of colors combinations, to showcase the
blending of both times.

Previous page:
Traditions - Mare
suggested size 100x100 mm
Right, this page:
Traditions - Argilla
suggested size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Argilla
suggested size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Fiamma
suggested size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Foresta
suggested size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Mare
suggested size 100x100 mm

Y - 400
For Il Casale, we studied specific finishes to apply
to our floor tiles to make them even more stunning.
Y-400 is the beautiful antique finish that uses unique
manufacturing techniques that results in an irregular
form and ruined surface that seems to have been
sculpted by time. The marks and impressions scattered here and there gives the feeling that the floor
has a story to be told, like it has been removed from
an old palace and re-installed in your own home.
Y-400 is the ideal solution for projects that require
integrating missing portions of antique structures
or reconstructing them all together, to preserve the
beauty and history of the building.

This page:
Y-400 Battistero - Umbria clay
size available 200x200 mm

Y - 400
for Il Casale
There is nothing that is quite the same as the look of
the passage of time in the discoloration of the bricks,
in the small cracks and bumps of floors that have
been walked on for centuries.
So much history is contained in old buildings, in every
rift on the floor and every smudge of the walls, the
story of the past can be learnt.
Being able to admire the architectures from the past
is one of the most treasured experiences for anyone
interested in the art, history and culture of any specific time period. If a building has been

maintained in optimal conditions, and one finds
themselves lucky enough to own it, it is in their best
interest to keep as much of the original construction
as possible.
That was our focus with the Y-400 finish, to be able to
preserve the feeling of any old structures by recreating the idea of years of use, using natural shades of
clays to add to the overall look of days gone by, giving the feel of older times when only materials found
in nature would be used for construction, letting the
gifts of the Earth showcase their beauty.

Lower, this page:
Y-400 - Mixed Colors
size available:
square 200x200 mm / 300x300 mm / 150x300
hexagon 110 mm, battistero

Next page:
Il Casale
mood board inspiration

GUELL

GUELL
for Lastra 13
With the Guell collection we wanted to show how
the nature takes over architectural elements, with a
graphic focused on subtle floral subjects, making the
colorful decorations emerge from the neutral background.
It is an homage to the architect Gaudì and one of his
projects created in the wake of the modernist tradition: Parc Guell, which embodies characteristics that
are typical of the Catalan artist, paying particular
attention to the symbiosis between the artificial structures and the surrounding landscape.
The attempt of our design team to approach and homage the original work is clearly visible in the choice
of the proposed shapes and colors: the absence of
straight lines, the ability of the curves to chase each
other creating unique shapes, the colors inspired by
nature.
The choice to leave the background in a light color
and then play with subtle pastel shades aims to highlight the idea of how nature has the power to take
over even artificial structures while still being able
to blend seamlessly with it, creating a new harmony
that becomes fascinating to the eyes of the viewer.

Previous page:
Guell - White Sand
suggested size single slab 2000x1000 mm
Right, this page:
Guell - Rosemary
suggested size single slab 2000x1000 mm

Guell - Mushroom
composition of two slabs 2000x2000 mm

Guell - White Sand
composition of two slabs 2000x2000 mm

Guell - Strawberry
composition of two slabs 2000x2000 mm

Guell - Rosemary
composition of two slabs 2000x2000 mm

This page:
Guell - Mushroom
suggested size single slab 2000x1000 mm

BEYOND, ITALY
September 2020
The World Deserves Eco-Friendliness
Urban Feelings is committed to help the Earth fight
global warming in any way we see fit, starting by
selecting materials that are eco- friendly to produce,
like handmade terracotta and our porcelain and aluminum fibers. While we cannot make a difference by
ourselves, we want to show our commitment to what
we think is an important issue for all humans alike.

www.urbanfeelings.it

